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Organ and tuba. Not the most common ensemble, but a very
exciting soundscape with unexplored sound possibilities.
Organist Magnus Moksnes Myhre and jazz tuba player Daniel
Herskedal met for the first time as students at the music
conservatory in Trondheim, and the duo have now created a
completely new vibe with their Desert Lighthouse. Their many
sources of inspiration meet in their shared fascination with
the oriental tonal language. [Cover art by Bendik Kaltenborn.]
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Keflavik
Vágar
I Prelude
II Fuge
Desert Lighthouse
Lighthouse Lullaby
Ludium
Rached
Time – Chronos
Time – Kairos
Playing Time: 54:55

MEET THE ARTISTS
The Herskedal-Myhre Duo met at the Trondheim Music
University and quickly found common musical ground. Daniel
Herskedal made his definitive international breakthrough in
2015 with the album Slow Eastbound Train (Edition Records),
which received brilliant record and concert reviews from the
European and American press. His chamber music release
Behind The Wall on Naxos (8.574189) attracted similar
attention in 2019. Magnus Moksnes Myhre is organist and
the daily cathedral cantor in Molde Cathedral, and together
they unite in an unexpected beauty inspired by the oriental
tonal language.
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PRESS QUOTES
‘Such is the range of Herskedal’s tuba, from deep bass
growl to high-pitched cry, and so lyrical his playing, that it
is not always easy to distinguish tuba from bass trumpet.’
– AllAboutJazz.com
‘The tuba player and composer Daniel Herskedal has
established a reputation for radiant eloquence and
flawless virtuosity on an instrument not easily
associated with either.’ – The Guardian
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‘Herskedal creates moods, melodies and soundscapes so
strong, beautiful and personal as possibly imaginable.’
– Nettavisen, NO

www.nxnrecordings.no
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